A modified DEB procedure for estimating seismic demands of multi-mode-sensitive damage-control HSSF-EDBs
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ABSTRACT

The core objective of this research is to develop a modified dual-energy-demand-index-based (DEB) procedure for estimating the seismic demand of multi-mode-sensitive high-strength steel moment-resisting frames with energy dissipation bays (HSSF-EDBs) in the damage-control stage. To rationally quantify both the peak response demand and the cumulative response demand which are essential to characterise the damage-control behaviour of the system subjected to ground motions, the energy factor and cumulative ductility of modal single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems are used as core demand indices, and the contributions of multi-modes are included in the proposed method. A stepwise procedure based on multi-mode nonlinear pushover analysis and inelastic spectral analysis of SDOF systems is developed. Based on the numerical models validated by test results, the proposed procedure is applied to prototype structures with a ground motion ensemble. The satisfactory agreement between the estimates by the proposed procedure and the results determined by nonlinear response history analysis (NL-RHA) under the ground motions indicates that the modified DEB procedure is a promising alternative for quantifying the seismic demands of tall HSSF-EDBs considering both peak response and cumulative effect, and the contribution of multi-modes can be reasonably estimated.

1. Introduction

A fundamental objective of conventional seismic design is to ensure the survival of a structure under earthquake ground motions for fulfilling the life-safety purpose. In this context, practical seismic design methodologies are generally governed by ductility-based philosophy that pursues sufficient inelastic deformation and stable plastic energy dissipation of a structure. To survive a moderate-to-strong earthquake attack, the members and connections of a conventional steel moment-resisting frame (MRF) are allowed to enter the inelastic stage in rapid succession. Notwithstanding the satisfactory ductility and stable energy dissipation capacity of conventional steel MRFs, recent seismic loss estimations show that unacceptable post-earthquake damages and residual deformations [1,2] induced by the inelastic actions of structural members may result in long-time occupancy suspension for repairing works. For structures experiencing severe damages, complete demolition and re-construction are unavoidable, which can lead to substantial economic loss. In order to enhance the seismic resilience [3,4] of steel MRFs, the idea of developing innovative steel MRFs showing improved damage evolution mode and encouraging post-earthquake performance is attracting interests from research communities.

Recently, the concept of “hybrid-steel-based” [5,6] or “dual-steel-based” [7–10] steel MRFs was found to be promising for improving the seismic performance of steel MRFs. In particular, appropriate combination of structural elements of relatively lower strength (e.g. low-yield point steel or mild carbon steel) with high-strength steel (HSS) members can decouple the inherent interdependence between the stiffness and strength of a steel MRF. Therefore, when a hybrid-steel-based MRF or a dual-steel-based MRF is subjected to a seismic event, the damage-control behaviour [11–14] that restricts inelastic damages in preselected members or locations can be guaranteed in a wide deformation range, which is very desirable for improving the seismic performance of steel MRFs.

The great potential of extending the hybrid-steel-based or the dual-steel-based concept to seismic resistant steel MRFs has been supported by recent works. For instance, Charney and Atlayan [5] developed the hybrid steel MRF constructed by members with different steel grades, and the sound seismic performance with reduced residual deformations of the system was validated by a numerical investigation. Dubina et al. [7] proposed that the rational utilisation of HSS in steel MRFs will facilitate the exploitation of plastic energy dissipation in beams without significant damages accumulated in columns or connections. More
recently, Ke and Chen [14] proposed the concept of a dual-steel-based steel MRF, namely, high-strength steel MRF equipped with energy dissipation bays (HSSF-EDB). In particular, the system is composed of a main frame of HSS and sacrificial beams of mild carbon steel in the energy dissipation bays. Under earthquake loadings, the energy dissipation bays act as active dampers and provide plastic energy dissipation, while the HSS main frame can respond elastically in the expected deformation range. In this context, a damage-control stage will be formed in the nonlinear pushover curve of a HSSF-EDB structure. Later, Ke and Yam [15] proposed a direct-iterative design approach for conducting preliminary design of a HSSF-EDB system achieving damage-control behaviour under expected seismic excitations.

From the perspective of performance-based seismic engineering and seismic resilience enhancement, a methodology for prescribing the seismic demand of HSSF-EDBs in the damage-control stage where the HSS MRF generally stays elastic is a critical issue. In practical engineering, static evaluation procedures (e.g. nonlinear pushover analysis method), which enable designers to reasonably quantify the nonlinear seismic demand of a structure before it can be analysed with a more rigorous approach, i.e. the nonlinear response history analysis (NL-RHA), are generally preferred in the design procedure. In this respect, Ke et al. [16] recently developed the dual-energy-demand-index-based (DEB) procedure for quantifying the demand indices of low-to-medium-rise damage-control systems under expected earthquake ground motions. Specifically, based on single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems with significant post-yielding stiffness ratio that can generally describe the nonlinear behaviour of a structure in the damage-control stage, the energy factors [15–20] deduced from the modified Housner principle [21] and the cumulative ductility [22–24] determined from the total dissipated plastic energy are used as the core demand indices to prescribe the seismic demand of a structure. As a typical evaluation procedure using multiple performance indices [25,26] for prescribing seismic demand, the DEB procedure prescribes the peak response demand and the cumulative response demand concurrently. Nevertheless, since only the fundamental vibration mode is considered in the DEB procedure, it is valid only for low-to-medium-rise structures. Therefore, for taller HSSF-EDBs which may show high sensitivity to higher vibration modes, the quantification of seismic demands characterising the damage-control behaviour is computationally consuming as the performance evaluation may be totally dependent on the NL-RHA.

The present work is a continuation of the DEB procedure and contributes towards a practical evaluation method for quantifying the seismic demands of multi-mode-sensitive HSSF-EDBs in the damage-control stage which have not been considered in the previous studies. Based on the multi-mode nonlinear pushover analysis and energy balance of equivalent modal SDOF systems representing the essential modes of a structure, a modified DEB procedure is developed, and the rationale of the modified DEB procedure is also clarified in detail. To demonstrate the procedure, the modified DEB procedure is applied to prototype HSSF-EDBs that are appreciably influenced by multi-modes, and the results determined by the modified DEB procedure are compared with those determined by the conventional DEB procedure and those from NL-RHA.

2. Development of the modified dual-energy-demand-index-based (DEB) procedure

2.1. Underlying assumptions

The modified DEB procedure is motivated by the energy balance of equivalent modal SDOF systems for characterising the response of a multi-mode-sensitive HSSF-EDB acting as a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system under earthquake ground motions. In particular, the underlying assumptions are listed as follows:

1. The seismic energy balance of the entire structure as a MDOF system can be represented by the energy balance of the equivalent modal SDOF systems of essential modes, and the coupling effect among modal SDOF systems arising from the inelastic action of the structure is neglected.
2. The superposition of the seismic responses of equivalent modal SDOF systems for characterising the behaviour of the entire MDOF system can be extended to inelastic stage for practical applications.
3. The pushover response curve (skeleton response curve) of a HSSF-EDB can be approximated by a trilinear idealisation, and a bilinear kinematic model with significant post-yielding stiffness ratio can be utilised to describe the response curve of the system in the damage-control stage.

It is worth pointing out that although the utilisation of the first two assumptions compromises the theoretical rigorosity of preserving the computational simplicity of a static procedure, the rationale is in line with the widely used modal pushover analysis procedure [27], and the effectiveness of the two assumptions for practical applications is validated by extensive research works [28–30]. As for the third assumption, the viability has also been echoed by the test results extracted from the experimental programme of a large-scale HSSF-EDB [14,15]. The feasibility of using the multi-linear approximation for idealising the nonlinear pushover curve of a structure is supported by research findings from recent investigations [27–30] and documented in design specifications [31,32]. The accuracy of all these assumptions for quantifying the seismic demand of multi-mode-sensitive HSSF-EDBs in the damage-control stage will be further validated in the following sections.

2.2. Dual-energy-demand indices of equivalent modal SDOF systems

The fundamental performance requirements of HSSF-EDBs achieving the damage-control behaviour [16] are reproduced as follows: (1) The HSS MRF stays generally elastic under expected ground motions with damages locked in the energy dissipation bays equipped with sacrificial beams; (2) The sacrificial beams should provide a stable source of plastic energy dissipation to balance the accumulated plastic energy demand of earthquake ground motions. Thus, both the peak response demand and the cumulative response demand of a structure should be prescribed in seismic evaluations of the HSSF-EDBs.

A recent experimental investigation of a HSSF-EDB responding in the damage-control stage indicates that the nonlinear base shear versus displacement response can be idealised by a bilinear kinematic model with significant post-yielding stiffness ratio [15,16]. The good agreement between the test results and the idealised model curve is reproduced in Fig. 1a. Therefore, the bilinear kinematic hysteretic model with significant post-yielding stiffness ratio is assigned to the modal SDOF systems for developing the modified DEB procedure in this work. Accordingly, the seismic response of a tall HSSF-EDB can be simplified by the combination of the responses of equivalent modal SDOF systems representing essential modes. The energy factor (γn) of an equivalent modal SDOF system representing the "nth" mode is utilised to quantify the peak response demand considering the corresponding mode. As shown in Fig. 1b, the nominal absorbed energy defined by the covered area of the nonlinear base shear versus displacement curve of a SDOF system is calculated by the product of the energy factor and the absorbed energy of the corresponding elastic SDOF system assigned with the identical elastic properties (i.e. mass, stiffness and damping ratio) of the "nth" mode, and the energy balance equation for the SDOF system [15–17] is reproduced as follows:

\[ \gamma_n F_{\text{abs}} = E_{\text{abs}} \]  

(1)

where \( E_{\text{abs}} \) = absorbed energy of the corresponding elastic SDOF
system for the “nth” mode and $E_{an}$ is nominal absorbed energy of the inelastic SDOF system for the “nth” mode, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Based on the nonlinear quantities characterising the hysteretic behaviour of the SDOF system, the energy factor of the “nth” mode is given as

$$\gamma_n = \frac{E_{an}}{\frac{1}{2} \alpha_n \zeta_n V_{1,n} \delta_{y1,n} + \frac{1}{2} \left( \alpha_n - 1 \right)^2 \delta_{y1,n}^2}$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} \frac{\alpha_n \zeta_n V_{1,n}}{\alpha_n} \delta_{y1,n} \left( 2 \alpha_n - 1 \right) + \frac{1}{2} \alpha_n \left( \alpha_n - 1 \right)^2$$

(2)

where $\delta_{y1,n}$ is first yield displacement corresponding to yielding of the energy dissipation bays for the “nth” mode; $V_{1,n}$ is first yield base shear corresponding to yielding of the energy dissipation bays for the “nth” mode; $\alpha_n$ is expected target displacement of the “nth” mode; $\zeta_n$ = post-yielding stiffness ratio of the nonlinear response curve in the damage-control stage for the “nth” mode; $M_n$ = effective mass of the equivalent SDOF system for the “nth” mode [17]; $\delta_{y1,n}$ is maximum displacement of the corresponding elastic SDOF system for the “nth” mode; $V_{en}$ = maximum force of the corresponding elastic SDOF system for the “nth” mode; $\zeta_n$ = modal pseudo-velocity determined from an elastic spectral analysis of the SDOF system under a ground motion for the “nth” mode and $\chi_n$ = damage-control factor of the “nth” mode, which is dependent on the nonlinear quantities ($\alpha_n$ and $\zeta_n$), the period ($T_n$) and the damping ratio ($\zeta_n$) of the representative SDOF system. The definitions of the symbols are also indicated in Fig. 1b. It is worth pointing out that the energy factor of the SDOF system for the “nth” mode presented in Eq. (2)-Eq. (4) is applicable to the system responding in the damage-control stage, and the maximum displacement should not exceed the deformation threshold (i.e. $\delta_{y1,n} = S_n \delta_{y1,n}$) that represents the yielding point of the HSS MRF in the entire structure, as given in Fig. 1b. Hence, the following precondition should be satisfied.

$$\delta_{y1,n} \leq S_n \delta_{y1,n}$$

(5)

Note that the nonlinear base shear versus displacement response of the SDOF system for the “nth” mode and the essential quantities discussed above can be obtained by a nonlinear pushover analysis with the corresponding lateral force distributions on the numerical model of the entire structure, which will be further clarified in later sections.

For the cumulative ductility [23,24] quantifying the normalised accumulated energy demand of HSSF-EDBs in the damage-control stage, the index for the “nth” mode is given as follows:

$$\mu_{an} = \frac{E_{an} (\alpha_n, \zeta_n, T_n, \xi_n)}{(1-\alpha_n) V_{y1,n}}$$

(6)

where $E_{an}$ = plastic energy dissipated by the equivalent SDOF system representing the “nth” mode. For structures responding in the damage-control stage, $\mu_{an}$ quantifies the cumulative energy demand of the sacrificial beams in the energy dissipation bays contributed by the “nth” mode.

2.3. A modified dual-energy-demand-index-based (DEB) damage-control evaluation procedure

In a previous work [16], the DEB procedure was proposed to prescribe the demand indices of low-to-medium-rise damage-control structures dominated by the fundamental vibration mode. Recognising that seismic responses of tall HSSF-EBD will be governed by multimodes, a modified DEB procedure considering multi-modes is developed in this study for quantification of the seismic demand of the system in the damage-control stage. In general, the basic concept of the procedure is to use equivalent SDOF systems to characterise the seismic demand of tall HSSF-EBDs in the damage-control stage, and the effect of higher vibration modes is included. Accordingly, a step-by-step static evaluation procedure is established utilising the dual-energy-demand indices for all the essential modes of a HSSF-EBD, and it is presented as follows:

Step 1: Compute the elastic vibration properties of a HSSF-EBD structure considering the essential modes, i.e. the period $T_n$, the effective mass $M'_n$, the modal vector $\varphi_n$, and the participation factor $\varphi_n$. It is proposed that the sum of effective masses of the considered modes should be larger than 90% of the seismic mass of the entire structure [32].

Step 2: Perform modal pushover analyses considering the essential modes. In particular, the invariant lateral load distributions used in various research works [27–30] are adopted, and the load distributions are reproduced as follows:

$$S_n = \mathbf{m} \varphi_n$$

(7)

where $S_n$ = lateral load distribution vector of the “nth” mode; $\mathbf{m}$ = mass matrix; and $\varphi_n$ = modal vector of the “nth” mode. Note that in this step, the P-Δ effect should be included by performing a static analysis with gravity load before pushover analysis.

Step 3: Utilising the data pool obtained by the pushover analyses in Step 2, the structure as a MDOF system is converted to the corresponding modal SDOF systems, and essential response curves of the
equivalent modal SDOF systems are developed. The concept of the energy-based SDOF system proposed by the previous work [16,33] is utilised, and the nominal energy capacity curves of each mode are developed with an incremental approach, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2. In particular, accepting the first assumption in Section 2.1, the coupling effect among modal SDOF systems arising from the yielding of the structure can be neglected for practical applications, and thus the pushover loads of the “nth” mode only produce absorbed energy in the “nth” mode owing to the orthogonality of the vibration modes. In this context, the energy capacity curves are developed respectively considering the essential modes. More specifically, for the “nth” mode, based on the energy equilibrium principle that the external work done by the pushover lateral loads is identical to the absorbed energy of the system [16,17,33], the latter can be computed using the information about the lateral loads and the corresponding lateral displacements on each floor, as shown in Fig. 2a. Thus, the incremental absorbed energy can be determined by

\[ \delta W_n = \frac{1}{2} (S_n^{m-1} + S_n^m) \cdot (U_n^m - U_n^{m-1}) \]  

(8)

where \( \delta W_n \) = incremental external work which is identical to the absorbed energy of the system at the “nth” step for the “nth” mode and \( U_n \) = the lateral displacement vector corresponding to the

\[ \text{Fig. 2. Development of energy-based SDOF systems and the nominal energy capacity curves: (a) computation of absorbed energy under lateral loads, (b) development of energy-based SDOF systems and energy-based displacements and (c) construction of nominal energy capacity curves.} \]

The displacement profile of floors for a structure under the pushover load distribution of the “nth” mode.

Then, the energy-based displacement (\( \delta u_{en} \)) of the SDOF system for the “nth” mode can be computed. As shown in Fig. 2b, when a system responds elastically, \( \delta u_{en} \) can be directly determined based on the linear behaviour of the system. For both the elastic and the inelastic domain, the absorbed energy by the equivalent SDOF system for the “nth” mode in a differential displacement \( \delta u_{en} \) is equal to the work done by the lateral force distribution of the “nth” mode. In this context, the increment of the energy-based displacement at the “nth” step for the “nth” mode is reproduced and given by

\[ \delta u_{en} = \frac{1}{2} \left( V_{bn}^m - V_{bn}^{m-1} \right) \]  

(9)

where \( V_{bn} \) = the base shear of the equivalent SDOF system for the “nth” mode, which can be determined by the force equilibrium principle and given by

\[ V_{bn}^m = S_n^m \cdot 1 \]  

(10)

Therefore, the nominal energy capacity curve can be constructed (Fig. 2c), and the governing equations for developing the nominal energy capacity versus energy-based displacement curve for the energy-based SDOF system representing the “nth” mode are reproduced and given by

\[ W_n^m = W_n^{m-1} + \delta W_n^m \]  

(11)

\[ \delta u_{en} = \delta u_{en}^{m-1} + \delta u_{en}^m \]  

(12)

Step 4: Extract the base shear versus energy-based displacement curves from the response curves established in Step 3, and idealise the pushover curves (Fig. 2b) with a multi-linear approximation. In particular, a target displacement (\( \delta u_{en} \)) designated as the ultimate deformation should be defined first, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. In this respect, an approximate approach proposed by Ke and Chen [14] can be used. Then, the threshold representing the boundary of the damage-control stage for the “nth” mode can be identified (Fig. 3a). When the deformation is restricted below the threshold, the HSS frame will stay generally elastic.

Step 5: Based on the pushover responses till the displacement threshold defined in Step 4, use the bilinear idealisation documented in FEMA 273 [32] (Fig. 3b) to quantify the nonlinear parameters of pushover response in the damage-control stage, and the nonlinear quantities (\( V_{Y1,n}, \alpha_n, \xi_n \)) of the equivalent energy-based SDOF system representing the “nth” mode can be confirmed.

Step 6: Develop the dual-energy-demand-index spectra for the essential modes following a constant-ductility method [15,16]. Note that various values of \( C_n \) should be employed as a basis for development of the demand curve in the next step.

Step 7: Develop the nominal energy demand curves for each mode utilising the energy factor spectra and the elastic spectral pseudo-velocity (\( S_n^m \)) of ground motions, and the demand curve can be determined as follows:

\[ E_m = \gamma_m (\alpha_m, S_m, T_m, \xi_m) \frac{1}{2} M_n S_n^m \]  

(13)

Step 8: Plot the nominal energy capacity curve determined in Step 3 and the nominal energy demand curves obtained from Step 7 for each mode, and determine the peak response demand based on the intersection points of the demand curves and the capacity curves for the essential modes [16]. It is worth noting that the determined peak demand is valid when the intersection point of a demand curve (Step 7) and a capacity curve (Step 3) is captured in the damage-control stage for all the
essential modes. Otherwise, the HSS MRF in the structure is expected to experience evident inelastic deformation under the corresponding ground motions, and the bilinear model with significant post-yielding stiffness ratio is not applicable.

Step 9: For cases where the intersection points of the nominal energy demand curves and the corresponding energy capacity curves can be achieved for all the considered modes in the damage-control stage, the peak response demand of the energy-based SDOF systems representing the essential modes, as given by

\[ \eta \sum_{n=1}^{i} \left( \frac{\gamma_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \gamma_k} \right) E_{sp,n} \]  

(17)

where \( \gamma_k \) = plastic energy dissipated by the energy dissipation bay of the “kth” storey when the structure is pushed to the target position where the energy-based displacement (\( u_{en} \)) of the corresponding equivalent energy-based SDOF system reaches the intersection point determined by Step 8. A flowchart summarising the modified DEB procedure is presented in Fig. 4.

3. Demonstration of the procedure and discussions

3.1. Prototype structures and ground motions

To demonstrate the proposed modified DEB procedure and examine the effectiveness of the procedure for estimating the seismic demand of multi-mode-sensitive HSSF-EDBs in the damage-control stage, two tall prototype plane prototype structures are preliminarily designed according to a plastic design method proposed in [15] and the Chinese seismic provision, i.e. Chinese Code for Seismic Design of Buildings (GB 50011–2010) [37], and the basic acceleration is assumed to be 0.4 g. A dead load of 4.8 kN/m² and a live load of 2 kN/m² are assumed. The structural arrangement of the two systems is illustrated in Fig. 5a and 5b, respectively. In particular, for the 9-storey structure and the 12-storey structure, energy dissipation bays are equipped with mild carbon steel sacrificial beams with a yield stress of 235 MPa. To trigger the plastic energy dissipation of the sacrificial beams at relatively small drift level, reduced beams sections (RBSs) are considered in the sacrificial beams to further compromise the sectional yield moment capacity of the sacrificial beams. The RBS details satisfy the requirement of GB 50011–2010 [37] and AISC 358 [38], which are also provided in Fig. 5. The HSS frames are designed using HSS with a yield strength of 460 MPa and they are expected to stay elastic in a wider deformation range. Since the primary objective of the study is to examine the effectiveness of the modified DEB procedure for estimating the seismic demands of HSSF-EDBs in the damage-control stage, the two prototype structures are designed without considering structural optimisation.

To examine the accuracy of the developed procedure for quantifying the seismic demand quantities characterising the damage-control behaviour of HSSF-EDBs subjected to ground motions, twenty ground motions developed by Somerville et al. [39] (ground motion code: LA01-
3.2. Structural modelling strategy, validation and analysis types

In the present study, the commercial software ABAQUS [40] is utilised to develop the finite element (FE) models for the analysis. To validate the effectiveness of the modelling techniques for simulating the nonlinear behaviour of HSSF-EDBs, the test specimen of a HSSF-EDB from a large-scale experimental programme in [14] is modelled first, and the quasi-static test of the specimen is simulated by the analysis of the FE model. An overview of the FE model of the test specimen in [14] is provided in Fig. 6. In the FE model, to account for the potential influence of the asymmetric behaviour of the specimen, the twin frames are modelled. The two-node linear beam elements in space (shear-flexible 3-D beam elements with first order interpolation, i.e. B31 elements [40]) are used to simulate the columns and the beams in the specimen. For the sacrificial beams with RBs in the energy dissipation bay, the mesh in the RBS region is refined, and the RBS segment was discretized by five B31 elements with varied flange widths, as shown in Fig. 6. For the prismatic members in the HSS MRF, uniform mesh is adopted. For simplification, all the joints are assumed rigid. The bilinear kinematic material model with von Mises criterion is utilised in the material model, and data input in the model is based on the true stress-strain curve extracted from the results of coupon tests. Note that the cyclic degradation of structural members and the fracture behaviour of the material are not considered in the modelling.

In the test, the ratio of the lateral load applied to the first floor to that on the second floor was 1:2 [14]. Thus, to replicate this lateral loading distribution, a rigid loading beam is introduced in the FE model, as shown in Fig. 6. In particular, the rigid beam placed at the midline of the specimen is connected with the twin frames on each floor with the “MPC pin” connectors [40], and the location of the load point in the model (point O in Fig. 6) can be determined according to the force equilibrium principle as follows:

\[ FL = F_1 l_1 + F_2 (l_2 + l_1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

\[ F = F_1 + F_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

\[ 2F_1 = F_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

where \( F_1 = \) load applied to the first floor; \( F_2 = \) load applied to the second floor and \( F = \) load applied to the rigid loading beam. The other quantities in the equations discussed above are also indicated in Fig. 6.

In the analysis, the vertical loads derived from the strain gauge readings are firstly applied to columns (Fig. 6), and the cyclic load is applied to the determined load point following the loading protocol of the test. The analysis is terminated at the load cycle corresponding to fracture inception in the test.

Fig. 7 presents the comparison of cyclic responses extracted from the analysis results and the counterparts from the test result database, and the moment (\( M \)) of representative members at a typical joint (Joint A in Fig. 6). The storey shear of the second storey (\( V_2 \)) is plotted against the corresponding interstorey drift (\( \theta_2 \)). As can be seen, reasonable agreements between the predictions by the developed FE model and the test results are obtained.

Based on the above validated FE modelling techniques, the FE model of the prototype structures are developed. For the analysis works, both nonlinear static procedures (pushover analysis) and NL-RHAs are performed. In the analyses, \( P-\Delta \) effects are considered by performing a static analysis considering the gravity load as the first step. The inertia forces in the NL-RHAs are considered by distributing the lumped mass on the corresponding floors. A damping ratio of 5% is considered for the first two modes to form the Rayleigh damping matrix.

3.3. Construction of equivalent energy-based SDOF systems

Frequency analyses are firstly performed to determine the vibration properties of the prototype structures, as given in Table 1. The mode shape component of the first three modes for the prototype structures is provided in Fig. 8.

Modal pushover analyses are performed using the lateral distributions given by Eq. (7) and the nonlinear response curves for the corresponding energy-based SDOF systems are developed (Step 3 in Section 2.3). As the first two modes of the prototype structures contribute to the total effective mass of over 90% of the total seismic mass, they are considered in the modal pushover analysis. For each mode, the two prototype structures are pushed to the state where the maximum interstorey drift (\( \theta_{max} \)) reaches 2.5%, which can be recognised as the performance threshold for steel MRF structures [1,32,41], and the pushover responses of the energy-based SDOF systems characterising the nonlinear behaviour of the corresponding modes are given in Fig. 9.

The nonlinear behaviour of the energy-based SDOF systems is idealised by multi-linear approximations, and the corresponding threshold represented by the red dashed line quantifying the damage-control stage for each SDOF system is determined (i.e. \( \xi_{T1} \) and \( \xi_{T2} \) in Fig. 9). For cases where evident trilinear feature of the pushover responses (pushed to \( \theta_{max} = 2.5% \)) is exhibited, the idealisation approach proposed by Ke and Chen [14] is utilised. Thus, the threshold is defined by the turning points representing the equivalent yield points of the HSS MRFs. For the cases in which a system stays in the damage-control stage, the bilinear estimation in FEMA-273 [32] is used to determine the approximate nonlinearity, and the threshold is prescribed by \( \theta_{max} \) accordingly (Fig. 9d). It is worth noting that the prescription of threshold
Fig. 5. Structural arrangement: (a) 9-storey structure and (b) 12-storey structure.
quantifying the threshold of the damage-control stage can also be adjusted flexibly. If the HSS MRF is expected to respond strictly damage-free, the threshold can be redefined based on the first yield point in the HSS frames [16], which can be extracted from the pushover database directly. However, as slight yielding behaviour of the HSS members does not lead to evident deterioration of the structural performance of

Fig. 6. Illustration of FE modelling of the test specimen in [14].

Fig. 7. Comparison of the FE results from the model and the test results from [14]: (a) moment of the sacrificial beam-interstorey drift response, (b) moment of the HSS beam-interstorey drift response and (c) storey shear-interstorey drift response.
the frame, and the accuracy of the bilinear model with significant post-yielding stiffness ratio for quantifying the pushover response is quite satisfactory, as shown by Fig. 9, the procedure for determining the threshold based on the multi-linear approximation is viable in practice.

3.4. Development of dual-energy-demand-index spectra

The energy factor spectra are constructed utilising a constant-ductility method based on ground motion ensemble discussed in Section 3.1, and the data corresponding to the energy-based SDOF systems for the essential modes are presented in Fig. 10. The damping ratio is assumed to be 5% to maintain consistency, which is rational for steel structures. The energy factor was also used to quantify the seismic demand of ductile structures showing typical elastic-perfectly-plastic (EP) behaviour in recent research works [17–20], and a set of empirical equations based the classical Newmark and Hall inelastic spectra [43] were developed and extended to seismic design. Notwithstanding the computational attractiveness of the design equations, a recent study [16] has clarified the limitation of using energy factors of EP system for quantifying the seismic demand of damage-control structures with significant post-yielding stiffness ratio. Thus, to provide an in-depth understanding of the influence of hysteretic model on the energy factor, the energy factor spectra based on the Newmark and Hall spectra and the counterparts determined by a regression equation developed by Ke et al. [16] for systems in the damage-control stage with a damping ratio of 5% are also indicated in Fig. 10. As can be seen, good agreement between the mean energy factor spectra of the results from inelastic spectral analyses of the twenty ground motions and those by the regressed equation is observed, whereas evident non-conservative estimates are generated by those determined from the Newmark and Hall spectra for EP systems. It is worth pointing out that for tall HSSS-EDBs that are appreciably influenced by multi-modes, the inconsistent estimation of the energy factor would further compromise the accuracy in predicting the seismic demand of the entire structure, as errors might be accumulated for all the essential modes.

The cumulative ductility spectra for the energy-based SDOF systems are developed and presented in Fig. 11. The predictions by a set of equations proposed in [16] for prescribing the mean cumulative ductility demand for SDOF systems with significant post-yielding stiffness ratio are also indicated in the figure. In general, the cumulative ductility increases with increasing $\zeta_n$ for the first two modes of the prototype structures, implying that the cumulative effect would be pronounced if the damage-control stage of a pushover curve covers a wider deformation range after the yielding of sacrificial beams is activated.

3.5. Determination of peak response demand based on nominal energy demand curves and capacity curves

Based on the energy-based SDOF systems characterising the essential modes of the prototype structures, the nominal energy capacity curves are developed using the incremental approach given in Section 2.3. For the nominal energy demand curves, they are generated based on Eq. (13), and the demand index, i.e. energy factor, is extracted from the developed energy factor spectra discussed in Section 3.4. Then, the obtained demand curves and capacity curves are presented in the same diagram to perform the damage-control examination, and the data of energy-based displacement are normalised with $\zeta_n$ given by

$$\zeta_n = \frac{\mu_{eyn}}{\mu_{sym}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)$$

where $\mu_{eyn} =$ equivalent yield displacement of the energy-based SDOF systems for the “nth” mode (uy1 and uy2 in Fig. 9). The nominal demand curves and nominal capacity curves for the first two modes of the 9-storey prototype structure and the 12-storey prototype structure are presented in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively. The plastic energy dissipated by the HSS MRF from the results of NL-RHAs is also provided in Fig. 12c and Fig. 13c, respectively. It can be seen that the intersection points of the demand curves and the capacity curves can identify the damage state of HSS MRF with reasonable accuracy, as significant plastic energy dissipation of HSS MRF is obtained for cases in which the intersection points are above the defined threshold. It is worth mentioning that this threshold is determined by the equivalent yield point in the pushover responses as mentioned, and hence slight inelastic actions may have been triggered before the deformation reaching the equivalent point due to progressively yielding behaviour of the structure. Due to this reason, plastic energy dissipation of the HSS MRFs is observed in several cases where the intersection points are approaching the defined threshold, i.e. the 9-storey structure under LA14 ground motion (Fig. 12c) and the 12-storey structure under LA01, LA04 and LA11 ground motions (Fig. 13c). However, this negligible inelastic behaviour in HSS MRFs will not result in evident deterioration of the seismic resistance of the system. Also, engineers can adjust the threshold flexibly if more strict criteria for quantifying the performance of HSS MRFs should be applied.

For cases in which an intersection point can be obtained in the damage-control stage, the peak responses in terms of maximum roof displacement and maximum interstory drift are obtained using Eq. (14) considering the first two modes. To illustrate the improved accuracy of the proposed modified DEB procedure for quantifying the peak response demand of HSSF-EDBs, the response quantities determined by the conventional DEB procedure that only accounts for the fundamental vibration mode are also obtained. In particular, the maximum roof displacement data determined by the modified DEB (MDEB) procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Property (unit)</th>
<th>1st Mode</th>
<th>2nd Mode</th>
<th>3rd mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9-storey structure</td>
<td>Period (s)</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modal effective mass (t)</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modal participation factor</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-storey structure</td>
<td>Period (s)</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modal effective mass (t)</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modal participation factor</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Mode shape components of the modal vectors: (a) 9-storey structure and (b) 12-storey structure.
Fig. 9. Nonlinear responses of equivalent energy-based SDOF systems: (a) first mode of 9-storey structure, (b) second mode of 9-storey structure, (c) first mode of 12-storey structure, (d) second mode of 12-storey structure.

Fig. 10. Energy factor spectra of SDOF systems: (a) first mode of 9-storey structure, (b) second mode of 9-storey structure, (c) first mode of 12-storey structure, (d) second mode of 12-storey structure.
(δ_{MDEB}) and those by the conventional DEB procedure (δ_{DEB}) are compared with the counterparts determined by the NL-RHAs (δ_{NL-RHA}), as shown in Fig. 14a and b, respectively. For the prototype structures, the maximum roof displacement ratio (δ_{MDEB}/δ_{NL-RHA} and δ_{DEB}/δ_{NL-RHA}) in average, denoted as Δ_{MDEB} and Δ_{DEB}, and the corresponding coefficient of variation (COV), denoted as ε_{MDEB} and ε_{DEB}, are also obtained and provided in the figure. For both the modified DEB procedure and the conventional DEB procedure, satisfactory predictions of the maximum roof displacement can be achieved as data points are clustered close to the forty-five degree diagonal line, and the modified DEB procedure results in relatively more conservative predictions as indicated by the average maximum roof displacement ratios.

Also, the maximum average interstorey drifts determined by the modified DEB procedures are extracted, and the predictions by the modifications are provided in the figure. For the prototype structures, the maximum roof displacement ratios (δ_{MDEB}/δ_{NL-RHA} and δ_{DEB}/δ_{NL-RHA}) are compared with the counterparts determined by the NL-RHAs (δ_{NL-RHA}), as shown in Fig. 14a and b, respectively. For the prototype structures, the maximum roof displacement ratio (δ_{MDEB}/δ_{NL-RHA} and δ_{DEB}/δ_{NL-RHA}) in average, denoted as Δ_{MDEB} and Δ_{DEB}, and the corresponding coefficient of variation (COV), denoted as ε_{MDEB} and ε_{DEB}, are also obtained and provided in the figure. For both the modified DEB procedure and the conventional DEB procedure, satisfactory predictions of the maximum roof displacement can be achieved as data points are clustered close to the forty-five degree diagonal line, and the modified DEB procedure results in relatively more conservative predictions as indicated by the average maximum roof displacement ratios.

Also, the maximum average interstorey drifts determined by the modified DEB procedures are extracted, and the predictions by the

---

**Fig. 11.** Cumulative ductility spectra of SDOF systems: (a) first mode of 9-storey structure, (b) second mode of 9-storey structure, (c) first mode of 12-storey structure, (d) second mode of 12-storey structure.

**Fig. 12.** Nominal energy demand, nominal energy capacity and plastic energy by NL-RHA of the 9-storey structure: (a) first mode, (b) second mode and (c) plastic energy in the HSS MRF under ground motions.
conventional DEB procedure accounting for the fundamental vibration mode are also obtained. To examine the effectiveness of the modified DEB procedure for predicting the peak interstorey drift demand, the responses by the two static procedures are compared with the counterparts determined by the NL-RHAs, as illustrated in Fig. 15. Compared with the conventional DEB procedure that significantly underestimates the peak interstorey drift, especially evident in upper floors, the proposed modified DEB procedure can produce reasonable estimates by accounting for the contribution of the higher mode that appreciably influence the seismic response of a tall HSSF-EDB in the damage-control stage.

To further examine the modified DEB procedure for predicting the peak response demand under an individual ground motion, the maximum interstorey drift responses determined by the modified DEB procedure (θ_{MDEB}), the conventional DEB procedure (θ_{DEB}) and the NL-RHA (θ_{NL-RHA}) for each floor are extracted from the analysis database, and the corresponding maximum interstorey drift ratios for the “i”th storey are defined as follows:

\[
\lambda_{MDEB}^{(i)} = \frac{\theta_{MDEB}^{(i)}}{\theta_{NL-RHA}^{(i)}}
\]

\[
\lambda_{DEB}^{(i)} = \frac{\theta_{DEB}^{(i)}}{\theta_{NL-RHA}^{(i)}}
\]

The maximum interstorey drift ratios of the prototype structures are presented in Fig. 16. As can be seen, for both the 9-storey and 12-storey structures, the modified DEB procedure can lead to satisfactory...
estimates of the maximum interstorey drift in general. In contrast, the conventional DEB procedure is inadequate to estimate the peak response demand by neglecting the contribution of higher modes, and the accuracy for predicting the peak interstorey drifts deteriorates significantly in the taller structure of which the higher mode is more influential.

3.6. Estimation of plastic energy distribution

The plastic energy of the entire structure can be evaluated for the essential modes based on the intersection points of the nominal energy demand curves and the corresponding capacity curves for each ground motion. The results are obtained according to the modified DEB procedure \( E_{\text{MDEB}} \) and the conventional DEB procedure \( E_{\text{DEB}} \) and they are compared with the counterparts determined by the NL-RHA \( E_{\text{NL-RHA}} \) as shown in Fig. 17. The plastic energy ratios, i.e. \( \frac{E_{\text{MDEB}}}{E_{\text{NL-RHA}}} \) and \( \frac{E_{\text{DEB}}}{E_{\text{NL-RHA}}} \) on average, denoted as \( \Delta_{\text{MDEB}}^* \) and \( \Delta_{\text{DEB}}^* \), are also produced in the figure along with the corresponding COVs, denoted as \( \varepsilon_{\text{MDEB}}^* \) and \( \varepsilon_{\text{DEB}}^* \). As can be seen, the modified DEB procedure results in satisfactory predictions of the plastic energy demand, and the \( \Delta_{\text{MDEB}}^* \) for both the 9-storey structure and the 12-storey structure is close to unity with a reasonable COV. In contrast, the conventional DEB procedure significantly underestimates the plastic energy demand of the prototype structures in many cases, particularly for the 12-storey

![Fig. 15. Average interstorey drift responses determined by different procedures: (a) 9-storey structure and (b) 12-storey structure.](image)

![Fig. 16. Interstorey drift ratios and the corresponding COVs by different static procedures: (a) 9-storey structure and (b) 12-storey structure.](image)
structure in which the higher vibration modes impose a more appreciable effect on the seismic demand of the system.

The plastic energy distribution of the prototype HSSF-EDBs subjected to ground motions determined by the refined energy profile method (see Section 2.3) is shown in Fig. 18. The results are compared with those obtained from the NL-RHAs. The plastic energy determined by the conventional DEB procedure are presented in the figure for comparison. For clarity, the responses are illustrated considering an individual ground motion.

3.7. Further discussion

The philosophy of the proposed procedure is in line with the existing static procedures, e.g., the modal pushover analysis [27–29] and the modified modal pushover analysis [44]. However, a critical issue of these analysis procedures is the accurate quantification of seismic demand indices. Notwithstanding the practical attractiveness of the widely used indices quantifying the strength demand [43,45–47] and the deformation demand [48–50] of the systems subject to ground motions, the current study is motivated by the energy balance concept. The necessity of using the dual-energy-demand indices for quantifying the seismic demand of a structure in the damage-control stage have been demonstrated by the previous work [16]. Specifically, it was observed that the peak response demand decreases with increasing inelastic deformation, whereas the reversed tendency of the cumulative response demand (i.e., plastic energy dissipation demand) was characterised. For tall HSSF-EDBs influenced by multi-modes, such inconsistent tendency would be amplified due to the modal combination, as can be seen from the energy factor spectra and the cumulative ductility spectra in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively. Thus, there is a high potential that the plastic energy demand can be tremendous even though the peak response demand is insignificant for a tall HSSF-EDB responding in the damage-control stage, and this study just puts forth a practical method to identify these extreme cases for achieving a safe design, and the limitation of the conventional DEB procedure is overcome.

Furthermore, when developing the multi-mode DEB procedure in the current study, a widely used assumption that the SDOF systems representing the higher modes stay elastic, which can facilitate the implementation of a static procedure [20,44], is not included. This is due to the fact that the yielding of sacrificial beams in the energy dissipation bays will be activated under lateral loads representing higher modes and produces plastic energy dissipation at low drift levels. Thus, for the HSSF-EDBs, assuming that higher modes stay elastic will result in non-conservative predictions for the plastic energy demand, although the peak responses would be overestimated, which can also be seen from the demonstration of the procedure discussed above. In particular, taking the 12-storey structure subjected to ground motion LA02 as an example, when using the modified DEB procedure to quantify the cumulative response demand, the estimated plastic energy contributed by the second mode reaches 41% to that by the sum of the first two modes, and hence the plastic energy dissipation distribution along the entire structure is appreciably influenced by the second mode (see Fig. 18b).

4. Conclusions

The present study proposes a modified DEB procedure for quantifying the seismic demand of multi-mode-sensitive high-strength steel (HSS) moment-resisting frames (MRFs) with energy dissipation bays (HSSF-EDB) in the damage-control stage. The proposed stepwise procedure motivated by the concept of equivalent energy-based SDOF systems is applied to prototype structures of tall HSSF-EDBs designed according to current seismic codes, and FE models of the prototype structures validated by a physical test programme are developed and analysed to illustrate the procedure. The effectiveness and the accuracy of the modified DEB procedure for quantifying the peak response demand and the cumulative response demand of the systems, which are both essential in performance-based seismic engineering, is examined by NL-RHA of the FE models. The improved accuracy of the procedure is also validated by comparing the determined results with those from the conventional DEB procedure which is rational for low-to-medium-rise structures whose performance is dominated by the fundamental vibration mode.

It is observed that for tall HSSF-EDBs in which multi-modes impose a significant effect on the seismic response of the system, the proposed modified DEB procedure that accounts for the contributions of higher modes can quantify the seismic demand of the system in the damage-control stage. In particular, by utilising the energy factor that characterises the peak response demand of equivalent energy-based SDOF systems, the maximum roof displacement and the maximum interstorey drifts response of the prototype tall HSSF-EDBs can be computed with satisfactory accuracy based on the SRSS modal combination rule by neglecting the coupling effect arising from the yielding of the system. Based on the peak response demand of equivalent SDOF systems representing the essential modes, the cumulative response demand of a structure in terms of plastic energy dissipation of the energy dissipation bays in each floor can also be quantified reasonably based on the proposed method. In contrast, the conventional DEB procedure considering the fundamental mode only produces reasonable estimates of roof displacement (drift), but produces inconsistent results of the maximum interstorey drifts responses and plastic energy distributions along the structural height. Moreover, as the seismic demand of a tall HSSF-EDB is influenced by multi-modes, the reversed tendency of the peak response demand and cumulative response demand is more
evident. In this context, the proposed modified DEB procedure can be utilised to identify extreme cases where the cumulative energy demand is tremendous, whereas the peak response demand is insignificant.

It is worth pointing out that if the system experiences severe inelastic actions and the HSS members develop significant plastic deformations, the bilinear model with significant post-yielding stiffness ratio may result in biased estimates of the dual-energy-demand indices. Hence, a further study on extending the DEB procedure to quantify the seismic demand of multiple yielding stages of the HSSF-EDBs is being carried by the authors.

Fig. 18. Plastic energy dissipation determined by different procedures: (a) 9-storey structure and (b) 12-storey structure.
Fig. 18 (continued).
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